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Marketing name Model name

Galaxy Note10(LTE) SM-N970

Galaxy Note10(5G) SM-N971

Galaxy Note10+(LTE) SM-N975

Galaxy Note10+(5G) SM-N976
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Notice: 

All functionality, features, specifications and other product  information provided in this document including,

but not limited to, the benefits, design, pricing, components, performance, availability, and capabilities of

the product are subject to change without notice or obligation. Samsung reserves the right to make changes

to this document and the product described herein, at anytime, without obligation on Samsung to provide notification of such change.

Notice

Please see the end of this guide for Version History details

This document is for distribution to only those noted in the distribution guide provided on the title slide of this document. 

Where status of " WEB FAQ / How to guide creation for support web sites is “No”, any unauthorized distribution by any party 

notified of this document outside of stated intended recipients noted in the distribution status guide may result in legal action 

being taken by Samsung in compliance with local law.

This material contained in this document is intended

for use “with / as” 
Status

Samsung Customer Contact Centres Yes

Network Operator Contact Centres No

WEB FAQ / How to guide creation for Samsung.com sites Yes

Samsung Authorised Service centres (ASC) Yes

Please note:

Although many contents of this document may be suitable for WEB guide creation, 

it is not to be posted on the internet download in its entirety as a download item.

And we recommend not to use some sensitive contents of this document for WEB.
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Advice

If you couldn’t give to customers any solution based on this guide or your basic information while consulting, please advise to users to register 

Log file through Samsung Members.(If Samsung Members is not pre-installed on device, user need to install the application firstly )

Then, HQ HHP CS team and relevant teams will search for solution and reply to users. Samsung is committed to providing the best possible 

mobile experience to customers. 

[ How to report error using Samsung Members application ]

1. Long press Samsung Members icon  on Apps screen and Tap Error reports

2. Tap OK on agreement popup for sending system log data

3. Select Symptom category

4. Describe problem in detail and SEND. 

*If using of Samsung Members on you region is not available yet, we recommend to ignore this page 
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Q : When I try to insert nano-SIM card in my Galaxy Note 10/10+, SIM tray is not properly inserted to the device. What 

should I do for this?

A : Please check your SIM card places flatly into SIM tray. Misaligned SIM card makes SIM tray is not properly inserted well to mobile 

device. Therefore SIM card should be fixed firmly into the tray to prevent that SIM card may leave or fall out of the tray.

In case SIM card was not firmly fixed in the SIM tray, please push the card to fit perfectly into SIM tray.

Ex) Misaligned SIM card into the SIM tray

When I try to insert nano-SIM card in my Galaxy Note 10/10+, SIM tray is not properly inserted to the device. 
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Q : VoIP call via 3rd party application is not working properly when connecting Type-C earphones to my Galaxy Note 

10/10+. What should I do for this?

A : Samsung is aware of this issue which may appear on Galaxy Note 10/10+ device when using 3rd party  applications such as 

Ring-Always Home due to software malfunction.

This problem will be resolved with upcoming Note 10/10+ software and available date for new update may differ depending on the 

country and carrier. Therefore please check for updates to your device SW regularly via the Smart Switch PC or FOTA. 

Before new software updating, please use 3rd party application for VoIP call after disconnecting Type-C earphone from mobile phone 

if problem occur.

VoIP call via 3rd party application is not working properly when connecting Type-C earphones to my Galaxy Note 10/10+. 

Affected device : 

Note10/10+ embedding

Qualcomm chipset(NA, CHN, JPN)
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Q :  When I completed setup wizard process after purchasing new Galaxy Note 10/10+, emergency alert message were 

arrived in massage box. Why is this? Is My mobile device used phone?

A : A Wireless Emergency Alert including Amber alert is sent by authorized (local) government regardless of mobile carrier activation. 

It means you can receive these text messages even though mobile carrier SIM card has not being inserted in your device.

All Samsung smartphones undergo rigorous internal inspection test, and are always being controlled under Samsung’s high level of

quality standards internally. During this outgoing process, wireless emergency alert message may be received and it is normal 

phenomenon based on your country's emergency system. 

Therefore please use your Note10/Note10+ with peace of mind if seal label on sales package box was not damaged before you 

unpack the box.

When I completed setup wizard process after purchasing new Galaxy Note 10/10+, emergency alert message were arrived 

in massage box. 
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Q : Fingerprint icon is always shown with a clock and notifications on AOD(Always On Display). Why is this? I worry that 

this always displaying fingerprint icon may cause screen burn-in. Why is this?

A : Samsung is aware of users concern about screen burn-in that may be caused by always shown fingerprint icon on AOD screen. 

With new Always On Display concept based on customer feedback from previous model, fingerprint icon on AOD screen is always 

shown with other things like clock or notification or so on if you set AOD is "Shown always". It makes customer to easily find a 

position of fingerprint sensor on AOD screen without turning the screen on.

Moreover we have applied software solution to prevent screen burn-in by slight moving the image periodically including fingerprint 

icon on AOD screen. Nevertheless if you worry about screen burn-in we recommend a change of AOD mode to “Tab to show” or 

“Show as scheduled”

Fingerprint icon is always shown with a clock and notifications on AOD(Always On Display). Why is this? I worry that this 

always displaying fingerprint icon may cause screen burn-in.
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Q : Opponent voice is heard thru speaker(receiver) during calls even though USB Type-C earphone is connected to mobile 

device. (However media sound such as video or music is emitted well from USB Type-C earphone while USB Type-C 

earphone is connected to the device) Why is this?

A : It is intended operation according to hardware chipset specification. 

Depends on chipset embedded on your mobile device, USB Digital Type-C earphone like enclosed Note10/10+ in sales box is only 

working properly under the media operation.

Accordingly opponent voice will be heard via mobile device’s receiver even though USB Digital Type-C earphone has being inserted 

to mobile device and this operation cannot be improved by software updating due to limited hardware spec of mobile device.

Note: There are analog and digital type for USB audio accessories, and Note10/10+ supports only the Digital typed USB audio 

accessories. Thus, USB type-C earphone In-boxed for Note10/10+ is also digital type.

However, as Galaxy S10/10+ and all devices launched the before with USB type-C’s multipurpose jack(earphone jack) support 

analog typed USB audio products, so some USB Type-C earphones and genders on the markets may not be compatible with device 

and some features may not work properly)

For your information, the others except next items among USB Type-C audio accessories 

made by Samsung are all Digital typed USB audio products. And, they are marked by “Analog” text.

- Analog typed USB audio earphone by Samsung : GH59-14995A

- Analog typed USB audio gender by Samsung : GH96-12511A, GH96-12511B, GH96-12782A

Affected device : 

all launched product before S10. 

Opponent voice is heard thru speaker(receiver) during calls even though USB Type-C earphone is connected to mobile 

device. Updated
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Q :  I cannot search “3D Scanner” application on Galaxy Note 10+ device. To use 3D scanner, what should I do for this?

A : Sorry for your inconvenience. 

To provide the best possible mobile experience to our customer, Samsung is committed to launch more stable and enhanced 

application and device.

For creating 3D image by capturing a subject in 3D rendering and include them in your photo or videos, you should download “3D 

Scanner” application at Galaxy Store.

Currently downloading of 3D Scanner from Galaxy Store is available.

Note downloaded 3D Scanner supports only ‘Object mode’ except ‘Person mode’. Once you download the application, you can check 

quick shortcut icon to access to the 3D Scanner easily.

I cannot search “3D Scanner” application on Galaxy Note 10+ device

※ 3D scanner feature is available on the Note10+ only
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Q : Although I purchased the Galaxy Note10/10+ ‘Aura Glow’ color, unit box is marked with ‘SILVER’ instead of Aura Glow. 

Is this a wrong fault?

A : In general, the marketing color(i.e. Aura Glow, Aura Black, Aura White, Aura Pink, Aura Red) of the product is displayed in the unit 

box, but the common color(i.e. Silver, Black, White, Pink, Red) may be displayed in some countries depending on carrier specifications 

and customs clearance of the country concerned. Accordingly, in some countries, ‘Silver’ can be displayed in the unit box instead of 

‘Aura Glow’ according to the carrier’s specifications and customs clearance, which means the product with the ‘Aura Glow’ color.

This is not a wrong defect but normal concept.

Although I purchased the Galaxy Note10/10+ ‘Aura Glow’ color, unit box is marked with ‘SILVER’ instead of Aura Glow. 
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Q : When trying to activate the Bixby Home by swiping to the right on the Home screen, it doesn’t appear. 

What do I do for this?

A : If Bixby Home does not appear on the Home screen, tap and hold an empty area, or pinch your fingers together, swipe to the right, 

and then tap the Bixby Home switch to activate it.

Additionally, Bixby Home is only available when you use the Samsung Home screen and Samsung Launcher. 

Thus if you use the downloaded Home screen or carrier’s Home screen on your device, we recommend to change to Samsung Home 

screen for activating of Bixby Home. It’s a device concept for Bixby Home.

Select the 

Samsung One UI 

Home screen

When trying to activate the Bixby Home by swiping to the right on the Home screen, it doesn’t appear.
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Q : After attaching protective film or protective glass, S Pen is stuck and is not disengaged well from the slot. 

Or, the end button of the S Pen is not pressed properly. Or, the S pen was damaged.

(Not only that, users may experience sound is not heard during call or sound is abnormal. 

Or, external keys of device is not pressed well)

A : While attaching the protective film or protective glass with the hardener, the hardener may flow into the S pen slot, the end button 

part of the S pen, upper receiver or external keys. This make to damage to device including the S Pen and may cause the next 

problems.

- End button of the S Pen or slot part may be hardened 

- S Pen may be stuck or be not disengaged from the slot. 

- The end button of the S Pen is not pressed properly 

- Sound may be not heard during call or be abnormal

- External keys of device may be not pressed well

When trying to attach a protective film or protective glass using a hardener, be careful not to let the hardener flow into S pen or S pen 

slot, the receiver/speaker, external keys and earphone jack/multipurpose jack.

If you have any problems regarding this hardener, please visit to the Authorized Samsung Service Center with device.

After attaching protective film or protective glass, S Pen is stuck and is not disengaged well from the slot. 

Or, the end button of the S Pen is not pressed properly. Or, the S pen was damaged

Protective glass with hardener Hardener may flow into the end 

button part of S pen

Flow into 

Receiver

Hardener may flow into external keys
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Q : When trying to add input language for Samsung Keyboard, available language lists to download are not displayed and 

so I cannot add more input language. How do I do for this?  

A : Language data is provided by Nuance Communications, Inc and there was a temporary problem with the Nuance’s server 

managing this language database. Currently, you can download the all languages through update of Samsung Keyboard application.

Please search for Samsung Keyboard on Galaxy Store and update to the latest version.

Or, tap About Samsung Keyboard on setting for Samsung Keyboard. If you don’t have the latest version yet, ‘Update’ button appear. 

Then, tap Update and go updating the Samsung Keyboard.

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

When trying to add input language for Samsung Keyboard, available language lists to download are not displayed and 

so I cannot add more input language. How do I do for this?  

<Updated>

“Currently it’s available to download all languages 

through update of Samsung Keyboard”

How to update the Samsung Keyboard at the latest version



On lock screen of Galaxy Note10/10+, I think indicator status bar’s color is different from other part of screen. 

Especially I feel it is shown more clearly in low-light environments. 
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Q : On lock screen of Galaxy Note10/10+, I think indicator status bar’s color is different from other area of screen and it is 

shown like a shape of separated thin band. Especially I feel it is shown more clearly in low-light environments.

Is the device faulty?

A : Samsung is aware some Galaxy Note10/10+ users may experience this symptom.

This is a phenomenon that the status bar area at the top of screen temporarily appears to be separated due to the 'Always On 

Display' feature. Samsung is working to make the improved software update to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might 

experience and is scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible.

Therefore, please check for updates to your device software regularly via the FOTA or Smart Switch PC.

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version.

To prevent this symptom before release, we recommend that ‘Always On Display’ feature is deactivated or ‘Tap to show’ option is set.

Settings > Lock screen > Always On Display



Even though I deactivated Always On Display feature of lock screen, the status information shown on lock screen during 

charging does not disappear. How do I deactivate the charging information as well?
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Q : Even though I deactivated Always On Display feature of lock screen, the status information shown on lock screen 

during charging does not disappear. How do I deactivate the charging information as well?

A :  This is the status information displayed continuously during charging so you cannot deactivate this.

This is a new feature for customer convenience to show the charging status of devices without LED indicator.



When connecting wired earphone with Galaxy Note10/10+, message box of “Connected USB device isn’t supported” 

appears and device does not sound properly
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Q : When connecting wired earphone with Galaxy Note10/10+, message box about “Connected USB device isn’t supported” 

appears and device does not sound properly. Why is this?

A : If you cannot hear sound properly or error message about “Not-compatibility” appears on screen when you’re using a wired 

earphone with Galaxy Note10/10+, please check your USB audio accessories. If you use the Analog typed USB audio accessories 

with Galaxy Note10/10+, you cannot hear sound from audio accessories and it’s normal operation as Galaxy Note10/10+ supports 

only the Digital typed USB audio accessories. If you want to use USB audio accessories like a wired earphone or gender, please 

ensure that the USB Type-C earphone or gender you’re trying to use with Galaxy Note10/10+ are Digital typed USB Audio products. 

As some USB Type-C earphones and genders may not be compatible with device and some features may not work properly, make 

sure they are compatible with the device before purchase as well.

For your information, the others except next items among USB Type-C audio accessories made by Samsung are all Digital typed 

USB audio products. And, they are marked by “Analog” text.

- Analog typed USB audio earphone by Samsung : GH59-14995A

- Analog typed USB audio gender by Samsung : GH96-12511A, GH96-12511B, GH96-12782A



Touch or hovering by S Pen does not work properly even though the attachment and detachment of S Pen is recognized 

well
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Q : Touch or hovering by S Pen does not work properly even though the attachment and detachment of S Pen is recognized 

well. What do I do for this?

A :  Samsung is aware some Galaxy Note10/10+ users may experience this symptom.

This is not a hardware defect and a symptom that may appear when S Pen is not recognized temporarily.  

Samsung is working to make the improved software update to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience and is 

scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible.

Therefore, please check for updates to your device software regularly via the FOTA or Smart Switch PC.

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release, please turn the screen off and then turn it back on via Side(Power/Bixby) key, after then try to 

use.



S Pen is not charged while ‘S Pen air actions’ feature is deactivated. Is this right?
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Q : S Pen is not charged while ‘S Pen air actions’ feature is deactivated. Is this right?

A : Galaxy Note10/10+ has a battery(0.35mAh) inside and this allows an intuitive and extended remote control experience is provided 

through Air actions(gesture) support. Galaxy Note9 used Bluetooth to remote control by clicking the S Pen, but not only that now you 

can use gesture in air to remote control of the Note10/10+.

As this battery of S Pen is used for ‘Air actions’ to control apps remotely, you can use common S Pen features like air command 

even S Pen’s battery is fully discharged. And if you deactivate ‘Air actions’ feature, device does not charge the S Pen to minimize 

battery usage of the Note10/10+ device and it’s a intended concept. 

To charge the S Pen, please activate the ‘Air actions’ feature.



When using the speakers, such as when playing media files or using speakerphone, there are some noise from speaker
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Q : When using the speakers, such as when playing media files or using speakerphone, there are some noise from speaker.

A : Samsung had checked there may be sometimes the noise symptom from speaker due to ‘Mono audio’ feature of Accessibility.

(Mono audio switch audio from stereo to mono for listening with one ear)

Samsung is working to make the improved software update to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience and is 

scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible. Therefore, please check for updates to your device software regularly via the 

FOTA or Smart Switch PC. Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release, please deactivate ‘Mono audio’ feature on Settings

(Settings > Accessibility > Hearing enhancements > Deactivate Mono audio)



When playing media files, I feel sound through speaker is resounded or echoed
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Q : When playing media files, I feel sound through speaker is resounded or echoed.

(Sound is howling like ‘Concert hall effect’)

A : The symptom may appear if effect setting data “Concert hall effect” of Sound-related app “SoundAlive” are restored to Note10/10+ 

when you transfer the data from previous device to Note10/10+ via Smart Switch mobile. 

At that time, if you delete setting data of SoundAlive application, you can hear normal and clear sound without resounding, echo or 

howling phenomenon. Please search for “SoundAlive” on finder and clear data for initialization.

To prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience, Samsung is working to make the new SoundAlive version that not 

allow to restore existing setting data of SoundAlive while using Smart Switch and is scheduled to release a update version at earliest 

possible. So we encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version.

1.Search for 

“SoundAlive”

2. Tap



While using 3D Scanner application downloaded, a pop-up window about “Not completed modeling” or “Error while 

creating model” sometimes appears
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Q :  While using 3D Scanner application downloaded, a pop-up window about “Not completed modeling” or “Error while 

creating model” sometimes appears. 

A : The DepthVision camera of Galaxy Note10+ allow you can create 3D image by capturing a subject in 3D rendering and include 

them in your photo or videos through 3D Scanner application.

When you activate 3D Scanner, be aware of the following conditions that may affect the feature’s performance:

At that time, modeling completion may be delayed or an error pop-up may appear while creating model.

1. When you move the device too quickly

2. When target objects move while shooting

3. When target object move out of the preview range while shooting

4. When camera is placed too far from target while shooting

5. When camera is placed too near from target while shooting

6. When camera does not recognize or find the bottom area



During call on Galaxy Note10/10+, screen is suddenly changed to black color and so I cannot touch any menu
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Q : During call on Galaxy Note10/10+, screen is suddenly changed to black color and so I cannot touch any menu. 

A : Samsung is aware of this symptom which may appear on some Note10/10+ devices and this issue has already been resolved with 

a software update which will be available in the upcoming weeks 

Samsung is scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience. 

Therefore, please check for updates to your device software regularly via the FOTA or Smart Switch PC. 

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 
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Q : Can you tell me about SIM card specification of Galaxy Note10/10+ 

A : You can insert the SIM or USIM card provided by the mobile telephone service provider. For dual SIM models, you can insert two 

SIM or USIM cards so you can have two phone numbers or service providers for a single device. 

• Use only a nano-SIM card.

• Use caution not to lose or let others use the SIM or USIM card. Samsung is not responsible for any damages or inconveniences 

caused by lost or stolen cards.

- May differ by market and mobile operator 

- SIM card and MicroSD card sold separately 

- Hybrid SIM tray is available only on Note10+ LTE model

Note10+ (Micro SD Slot O) Note10 (Micro SD Slot X) 

SIM

Card

LTE
Dual SIM(Hybrid) : one Nano SIM and

one Nano SIM or one MicroSD slot(up to 1TB)
Dual SIM : one Nano SIM and one Nano SIM

5G Single SIM : one Nano SIM and one MicroSD slot(up to 1TB) Single SIM : one Nano SIM 

Can you tell me about SIM card specification of Galaxy Note10/10+?



Recently after updating the Bixby Routine to the latest version, incorrect text for items and icons on Bixby Routine appear 

(1/2)
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Q : Recently after update of Bixby Routine to the latest version, incorrect text for items and icons on Bixby Routine appear.

A : Samsung is aware of this symptom which may appear on some limited Note10/10+ devices and this symptom may appear when 

the update on Bixby Routine’s latest version(V2.3.25.2) is not installed properly.

Samsung is scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience. 

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release,  you can back up the all cards for Bixby Routines in advance and then delete storage data. 

Please note existing all routine cards will be deleted if you do this. 

(Settings > Advanced features > Bixby Routines > More > Settings > About Bixby Routines > Exclamation mark > Storage > 

Clear data )

This issue can also affect to 

Tab S6(T860/T865) device
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Q : Recently after update of Bixby Routine to the latest version, incorrect text for items and icons on Bixby Routine 

appear.(Cont.)

A : <How to back up or restore Bixby Routines cards>

You can back up or restore your device’s data using Samsung Account. 

And as Bixby Routines cards is included within Settings, you have to select ‘Settings’ option.

1. For backup, tap Setting > Accounts and backup > Backup and restore > Back up data > Select ‘Settings’ > Backup

2. For restore, tap Setting > Accounts and backup > Backup and restore > Restore data > Select ‘Settings’ > Restore

Recently after updating the Bixby Routine to the latest version, incorrect text for items and icons on Bixby Routine appear 

(2/2) This issue can also affect to 

Tab S6(T860/T865) device



I think the screen quality of preview mode is differed by zoom ratio
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Q : I think the screen quality of preview mode is differed by zoom ratio. Is this normal?

A : Galaxy Note10/10+ device uses other camera to implement wide angle depending on zoom ratio and so the screen quality may 

differ due to difference in characteristics between the two cameras. It’s normal operation and does not affect to device lifespan and 

performance.



When I said “Hi Bixby” to activate the Bixby while playing media files or YouTube, Galaxy Note10/10+ device is not 

responsive and the Bixby does not activate as well.
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Q : When I said “Hi Bixby” to activate the Bixby while playing media files or YouTube, Galaxy Note10/10+ device is not 

responsive and the Bixby does not activate as well. 

A : You cannot activate the Bixby and YouTube / Music app simultaneously and this is a intended normal concept for better Bixby 

recognition rate. To activate the Bixby through “Hi Bixby” command, please stop or turn off the running media applications.

Additionally Samsung will consider enhancing the functionality for our users to provide the best possible mobile experience to 

customers.



I feel sound of Samsung Keyboard is different depending on case and is not consistent.

Also, I think it’s same as well when touching the application or the button of navigation app.
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Q : I feel sound of Samsung Keyboard is different depending on case and is not consistent.

Also, I think it’s same as well when touching the application or the button of navigation app.

A : Samsung is aware of this temporary symptom which may appear on some limited Note10/10+ devices and is scheduled to release 

a new Software at earliest possible to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience. Therefore, please check for 

updates to your device software regularly via the FOTA or Smart Switch PC. 

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release, please delete the data of ‘Samsung Keyboard’ related to this symptom. 

On Apps, tap Settings > Apps > More > Show system apps > Samsung Keyboard > Storage > Clear data



When trying to unlock the lock screen, a pop-up window about “Applying” appears so I cannot enter to Home screen.
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Q : When trying to unlock the lock screen, a pop-up window about “Applying” appears so I cannot enter to Home screen.

A : Samsung is aware of this symptom which may appear on some limited Note10/10+ devices and 

this symptom may appear when the target video wallpaper is deleted while you set the video type wallpaper for 

lock screen. Samsung is scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible to prevent any inconvenience 

that consumers might experience. Therefore, please check for updates to your device software regularly via 

the FOTA or Smart Switch PC. 

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release, please delete the data of ‘Dynamic Lock screen’ related to this symptom. 

On Apps, tap Settings > Lock screen > Dynamic Lock screen > More > Settings > About Dynamic Lock screen >

Exclamation mark > Storage > Clear data



When taking pictures in Zoom-in mode from the Galaxy Note10/10+ camera, it seems that the color of the image is different 

from actual object and strange
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Q : When taking pictures in Zoom-in mode from the Galaxy Note10/10+ camera, it seems that the color of the image is 

different from actual object and strange.

A : Samsung is aware of this symptom which may appear on some limited Note10/10+ devices 

and this symptom may appear when you take pictures in Zoom-in mode after setting the aspect ratio

to the ‘Full’ on Pro mode.

Regarding this, Samsung is scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible to prevent any 

inconvenience that consumers might experience. Therefore, please check for updates to your device 

software regularly via the FOTA or Smart Switch PC. 

Samsung encourages users to keep your software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release, we recommend to set the aspect ratio to the 3:4 , 9:16 or 1:1.

This issue can affect to 

the Note10/10+ embedded the Exynos chipset



When charging the Note10+ with 45W charger sold separately, it seems actual charging power of device is not 45W. 

Or, when charging the Note10/10+ with 25W charger supplied, it seems actual charging power of device is not 25W
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Q : When charging the Note10+ with 45W charger sold separately, it seems actual charging power of device is not 45W. 

Or, when charging the Note10/10+ with 25W charger supplied, it seems actual charging power of device is not 25W.  

A : The maximum charging power of device is determined by the optimized value depending on device’s internal charging circuit and 

battery design. And, the power of charger is determined with a margin to reliably support the device's maximum charging power.

The actual charging power of device is less than the maximum output power(25W or 45W) of charger with a margin.

Also, the charging speed or efficiency may vary depending on the device’s condition or the surrounding environment.



When charging the Note10+ with 45W and 25W charger, the charging time for a full charge is only five minutes apart.
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Q : When charging the Note10+ with 45W and 25W charger, the charging time for a full charge is only five minutes apart.

A : When using a 45W charger, the Note 10+ supplies a large amount of power in the beginning of the charging to ensure battery 

safety and thus quickly charge it. In the end of the charging, device reduces a power capacity to ensure the battery is charged as 

safely as possible and used for as long as possible.

The amount of charging capacity for about the first 10 minutes of charging is more than 25% faster when charging with a 45W charger 

than a 25W charger. But, the charging times for a full charge are similar.



I feel Note10 device is hotter when charging device with 15W charger than 25W charger
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Q : I feel Note10 device is hotter when charging with 15W charger than 25W charger. 

A : Galaxy Note10 is optimized for the 25W charger supplied with device.

The use of older charger may reduce performance, such as charging speed and overheating.



Even though the battery capacity of Note10 is smaller than it of Note10+, why does the full charging time of Note10 take 

longer than Note10+ when charging with 25W charger?
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Q : Even though the battery capacity of Note10 is smaller than it of Note10+, why does the full charging time of Note10 take 

longer than Note10+ when charging with 25W charger?

A : When you charge Note10 and Note10+ with 25W charger supplied, Note10+ is available to charge by charger’s maximum output 

power of 25W as Note10+ support 45W charger. But, Note10 is charged by smaller output power that optimized depending on device’s 

internal charging circuit.

Thus the charging speed of Note10+ that uses a maximum output power of charger is faster than it of Note10.



While using Note10/10+, device operation is sometimes stopped or screen is changed to black color
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Q : While using Note10/10+, device operation is sometimes stopped or screen is changed to black color.

(i.e. After unlocking the lock screen, applications such as Settings, Camera are stopped.

When unlocking the lock screen, only background without icons appears and stopped for a moment.)

A : This symptom may appear when applications that terminates the service are transferred from previous device to Note10/10+ via 

SmartSwitch and so on. Please delete ‘Learninghub’ on Apps of Settings.

(Settings > Apps > ‘Learninghub’ > Unistall)



While using the YouTube, media file is not played properly and loading screen only appears.  

Or when accessing to the  YouTube, only YouTube’s Home screen is loaded continuously.
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Q : While using the YouTube, media file is not played properly and loading screen only appears.  

Or when accessing to the  YouTube, only YouTube’s Home screen is loaded continuously.

A : Samsung is aware of this symptom which may appear on some Note10/10+ devices and this symptom is due to issue of YouTube 

by itself. Samsung is working closely with Google Co. to make the application update at earliest possible to prevent any inconvenience 

that consumers might experience.

To prevent this symptom before release of improved application, please follow the next tip.

1. To sign out the current YouTube account, tap your profile picture on YouTube > Tap Switch account > Tap Manage accounts >

Tap on the account you’d like to remove from your device > Tap Remove account

2. On Google Play Store, update the YouTube to the latest version.

3. On Settings, tap Apps > YouTube > Storage > Clear data

4. On Settings, tap Apps > Play services > Storage > Manage storage > CLEAR ALL DATA 

5. Restart your device

6. To sign in again on YouTube, tap Account > Tap Sign in > Select an existing account, or tap Add Account + to add a new account 

to your device.
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Q : While using Note10/10+, a line with orange color appears on around the indicator bar. 

A : Samsung is aware this symptom and this symptom may appear when a specific application 

named as ‘Energy Bar’ is installed on your device.

If it’s inconvenience to use due to this symptom, we recommend to uninstall the ‘Energy Bar’ or

top it forcibly. (Settings > Apps > Energy Bar > Uninstall)



Location information of device appears based on the previous place not the current place
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Q : Location information of device appears based on the previous place not the current place.

A : Location information of Android devices is checked through GPS signal or Google *Network Location Provider(NLP) and appear on 

your device. Especially GPS signals may be obstructed in some locations, such as indoors and device checks the location based on 

Google NLP indoors. So, location from Google NLP may differ from current real place if the Wi-Fi information of Google Server or the 

Cell information of Carrier base station is not exact and has error.

If you have same problem consistently, please contact to Authorized Samsung Service Center with your device.

Google *Network Location Provider(NLP) : Device sends the Wi-Fi information around or the Cell information of Carrier base station to 

Google Server and receives the device’s location information from Google Server. And, this information is shown on device.
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Q : While using applications based on GPS, the location is not updated when the application is running in the background.

A : The symptom may appear when the applications using GPS didn’t allow the necessary permissions or device is affected by new 

Google’s policy, which has changed since Android 8.0. Please check that whether the all of relevant permissions were allowed.

On Apps screen, tap Settings > Apps > select the target application and ensure next options are enabled.

- Notifications : Allowed

- Permissions > Location : Allowed

- Appear on top : Allow permission

Additionally in an effort to reduce power consumption, Google allowed Android 8.0 (API level 26) limits how frequently background 

apps can retrieve the user's current location. Accordingly apps can receive location updates only a few times each hour.

If Google’s policy, which has changed since Android 8.0, has not been reflected in the apps, it needs to be modified in the target 

applications. 



While using applications based on GPS, the location is not updated when LCD is turned off
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Q : While using applications based on GPS, the location is not updated when LCD is turned off. 

A : The symptom may appear when power mode of device is power saving.

Please check if the power mode is to the high performance or optimized mode. 

Or, if the target application is one of sleeping applications lists, the symptom may 

appear. So, deactivate this.

Note : Sleeping apps will never be able to run in the background. Also these apps 

may not receive updates or send notifications.



During a call through the speakerphone, some of my speaking aren’t sent to others properly and are interrupted if I’m 

away a little from device
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Q : During a call through the speakerphone, some of my speaking aren’t sent to others properly and are interrupted if I’m 

away a little from device.

A : Galaxy Note10/10+ device support the basic feature to eliminate the surrounding noises during speakerphone call and this feature

operates when talker is away more than specific range(about 1.5m) from device.

So if you’re away from device during speaker call, some of your speaking may be interrupted to send to others due to this feature.

Sound quality through speaker is optimized within distance range of about 1.5m. 

Therefore it’s recommended that you make a call within a near distance from device if same symptom occurs during speaker call.



On Galaxy Note10+ 5G, GPS signal isn’t searched properly with a pop-up window about “Searching for GPS”
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Q : On Galaxy Note10+ 5G, GPS signal isn’t searched properly with a pop-up window about “Searching for GPS”. 

A : Samsung is aware the symptom that some limited Galaxy Note10+ 5G users may experience. This symptom may appear when 

device was registered to the 5G network, especially with a weak signal.

Regarding this, Samsung is scheduled to release a new Software at earliest possible to prevent any inconvenience that consumers 

might experience. Therefore, please check for updates to your device software regularly via the FOTA or Smart Switch PC. 

Samsung encourages users to keep the software and apps updated to latest version. 

To prevent this symptom before release, we recommend to set the network mode to the LTE/3G/2G(auto connect) as the symptom 

appears only in a 5G network. For this, on Apps screen tap Settings > Connections > Mobile networks > Network mode > 

LTE/3G/2G(auto connect)

This issue can affect to 

the Note10/10+ embedded the Exynos chipset



I feel it seems like that the quality of preview screen differ depending on zoom ratio(x0.7~x0.9) in the low-light environments
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Q : I feel it seems like that the quality of preview screen differ depending on zoom ratio(x0.7~x0.9) in the low-light 

environments.

A : Galaxy Note10/10+ device uses the Ultra Wide lens or Wide lens depending on zoom ratio, and you may feel the preview quality

differently by each specification of operating lens. This is a normal operation and the common specification of a wide-angle lens.



When tapping the Updates icon on Google app, device is unresponsive and frozen
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Q : When tapping the Updates icon on Google app, device is unresponsive and frozen.

A : Samsung is aware of this symptom which may appear on some Note10/10+ devices and

this symptom appears due to the issue of Google application itself. 

Samsung is working closely with Google Co. to make the application update at earliest possible 

to prevent any inconvenience that consumers might experience.

To prevent this symptom before release of improved application, we recommend to activate

same ‘Update’ feature via Google Assistant.

For this, please tap and hold the Home button. Once Google Assistant is activated, tap the Updates icon

on the app. Now, update feature does work properly.

Tap and hold
Tap



Revision History: This version replaces all previous versions

Date Version Comments

2019.08.26 V1.0

HQ HHP CS team made new appendix guide for Note10/10+:

Slide 4 : When I try to insert nano-SIM card in my Galaxy Note 10/10+, SIM tray is not properly inserted to the device. 

Slide 5 : VoIP call via 3rd party application is not working properly when connecting Type-C earphones to my Galaxy Note 

10/10+. 

Slide 6 : When I completed setup wizard process after purchasing new Galaxy Note 10/10+, emergency alert message 

were arrived in massage box.

Slide 7 : Fingerprint icon is always shown with a clock and notifications on AOD(Always On Display). Why is this? I worry 

that this always displaying fingerprint icon may cause screen burn-in.

Slide 8 : Opponent voice is heard thru speaker(receiver) during calls even though USB Type-C earphone is connected to 

mobile device. 

Slide 9 :  I cannot search “3D Scanner” application on Galaxy Note 10+ device. 

Currently downloading of 3D Scanner from Galaxy Store is available. Accordingly, new update was reflected

Slide 10 : Although I purchased the Galaxy Note10/10+ ‘Aura Glow’ color, unit box is marked with ‘SILVER’ instead of 

Aura Glow.

Slide 11 : When trying to activate the Bixby Home by swiping to the right on the Home screen, it doesn’t appear.

Slide 12 : After attaching protective film or protective glass, S Pen is stuck and is not disengaged well from the slot. 

Or, the end button of the S Pen is not pressed properly. Or, the S pen was damaged.

Slide 13 : When trying to add input language for Samsung Keyboard, available language lists to download are not 

displayed and so I cannot add more input language. How do I do for this? 

2019.08.27 V1.1

Slide 14 : On lock screen of Galaxy Note10/10+, I think indicator status bar’s color is different from other area of screen 

and it is shown like a shape of separated thin band. Especially I feel it is shown more clearly in low-light environments.

Slide 15 : Even though I deactivated Always On Display feature of lock screen, the status information shown on lock 

screen during charging does not disappear. How do I deactivate the charging information as well?
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Revision History: This version replaces all previous versions

Date Version Comments

2019.08.30 V2.0

Slide 8 : Updated to add more detail

Slide 13 : Updated “Currently, users can download the *10 languages via update of Samsung Keyboard application”

Slide 16 : When connecting wired earphone with Galaxy Note10/10+, message box of “Connected USB device isn’t 

supported” appears and device does not sound properly

Slide 17 : Touch or hovering by S Pen does not work properly even though the attachment and detachment of S Pen is 

recognized well

Slide 18 : S Pen is not charged while ‘S Pen air actions’ feature is deactivated. Is this right?

2019.09.02 V3.0

Slide 19 : When using the speakers, such as when playing media files or using speakerphone, there are some noise from 

speaker

Slide 20 : When playing media files, I feel sound through speaker is resounded or echoed

Slide 21 : While using 3D Scanner application downloaded, a pop-up window about “Not completed modeling” or “Error 

while creating model” sometimes appears

Slide 22 : During call on Galaxy Note10/10+, screen is suddenly changed to black color and so I cannot touch any menu

Slide 23 : Can you tell me about SIM card specification of Galaxy Note10/10+?

Slide 24,25 : Recently after updating the Bixby Routine to the latest version, incorrect text for items and icons appear

Slide 26 : I think the screen quality of preview mode is differed by zoom ratio

2019.09.04 V3.1

Slide 13 : Updated “Currently it’s available to download all languages via update of Samsung Keyboard application”

Slide 27 : When I said “Hi Bixby” to activate the Bixby while playing media files or YouTube, Galaxy Note10/10+ device is 

not responsive and the Bixby does not activate as well. 

Slide 28 : I feel sound of Samsung Keyboard is different depending on case and is not consistent.

Also, I think it’s same as well when touching the application or the button of navigation app.

Slide 29 : When trying to unlock the lock screen, a pop-up window about “Applying” appears so I cannot enter to Home 

screen.
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Revision History: This version replaces all previous versions

Date Version Comments

2019.09.09 V4.0

Slide 30 : When taking pictures in Zoom-in mode from the Galaxy Note10/10+ camera, it seems that the color of the image is 

different from actual object and strange

Slide 31 : When charging the Note10+ with 45W charger sold separately, it seems actual charging power of device is not 45W. 

Or, when charging the Note10/10+ with 25W charger supplied, it seems actual charging power of device is not 25W

Slide 32 : When charging the Note10+ with 45W and 25W charger, the charging time for a full charge is only five minutes apart.

Slide 33 : I feel Note10 device is hotter when charging device with 15W charger than 25W charger

Slide 34 : Even though the battery capacity of Note10 is smaller than it of Note10+, why does the full charging time of Note10 

take longer than Note10+ when charging with 25W charger?

Slide 35 : While using Note10/10+, device operation is sometimes stopped or screen is changed to black color

2019.09.19 V5.0

Slide 36 : While using the YouTube, media file is not played properly and loading screen only appears.  

Or when accessing to the YouTube, only YouTube’s Home screen is loaded continuously.

Slide 37 : While using Note10/10+, a line with orange color appears on around the indicator bar

Slide 38 : Location information of device appears based on the previous place not the current place

Slide 39 : While using applications based on GPS, the location is not updated when the application is running in the background

Slide 40 : While using applications based on GPS, the location is not updated when LCD is turned off

2019.09.25 V6.0

Slide 41 : During a call through the speakerphone, some of my speaking aren’t sent to others properly and are interrupted if I’m 

away a little from device

Slide 42 : On Galaxy Note10+ 5G, GPS signal isn’t searched properly with a pop-up window about “Searching for GPS”

Slide 43 : I feel it seems like that the quality of preview screen differ depending on zoom ratio(x0.7~x0.9) in the low-light 

environments

Slide 44 : When tapping the Updates icon on Google app, device is unresponsive and frozen
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